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UR_WOKE
- https://twitter.com/UR_WOKE
- https://www.tumblr.com/blog/ur-woke
The Twitter and Tumblr blogs are intended for student activists to be able to 
have a public forum where they can voice their opinions on issues that are 
affecting the campus. Our hope for the future is that the social scene is not only 
diverse but that students are also interacting with one another. Blogs currently 
include solutions to issues of self segregation and a critique of PHC Greek 
culture. 

Tumblr: 
@URWoke
We have created a tumblr blog (run by UR Woke) 
which is a very important component of our 
imagined future. The blog would primarily be used 
to draw attention to social issues on campus and 
keep students aware of social issues that face 
minority students.The blog will Introduce students 
to the vocabulary and tools they need to combat 
campus issues. We will use it as an outlet to provide 
emergent strategies to students in order to influence 
collective social change on campus. The blog will 
allow students to post their own personal 
experiences on campus as minorities. Creating the 
blog using an accessible social media outlet, tumblr, 
allows students easy access to these articles and 
allows them to remain informed. Ideally, we hope 
that the Collegian would write an article about the 
blog in order to draw student attention to this 
resource. Here, you can see a few examples of blog 
posts that we’ve written to illustrate our vision of 
how the tumblr blog would look. These blogs 
address minority issues of racial exclusion, 
self-segregation, and student activism in multiple 
parts of campus that we have noted as students. We 
are sure many more minority students would love to 
have their voices and stories heard through this 
blog. 
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School Spirit and Sports

UR Downtown
We’d like to repurpose and emphasize the use of our space downtown by 
proposing new ideas for the UR Downtown building. Since UR 
Downtown is integral to connecting UR students to the Downtown 
Richmond area, we’d love to utilize this space as much as possible for 
social events in order to get students out of the URichmond bubble. 
One way to make the space more accessible would be to extend the hours 
of operation and extend the amount of shuttles to the downtown site so 
that students can access the space more frequently. 
We would also like to encourage on-campus clubs and organizations to 
utilize the space for shows such as dance showcases and other social 
events. In addition, we’d love to see more speakers and workshops take 
place at UR Downtown and we’d like to open up all events to VCU 
students in order to increase the interactions between the two schools. 
Finally, we had the idea of extending UR Down to include a Research 
Center that would be jointly used by UR and VCU students. This would 
further increase interactions between students and would provide students 
with a new, unique academic resource.


Richmond Unight

What are your 
ideas? Share them 
with us!
Thank You!!!!! 
Follow our:
Instagram: ur_woke
Twitter: ur_woke
Tumblr: ur_woke
What do you want to see? Let us know! 
Chat us! Talk to us if you see us! 
Through the implementation of our social shuttle, the 
development of URWoke, and events designed to 
encourage inclusivity and diversity our project is designed 
to revamp the social life of Richmond. Incorporating key 
themes and ideas that we learned throughout the year, we 
reimagined UR as a place that celebrates a diverse 
student body. 
By decentralizing greek life, we hope to add variety to the 
social scene on campus and allow for the intermingling of 
students from different backgrounds. By repurposing 
some of our existing spaces such as UR Downtown, we 
can open up channels of communication to other schools 
to further our perspectives as college students and finally 
break the Richmond bubble. Thank you for your time.
